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Unit 
Category 

Content 

Unit Title/ 
Subtheme 

Shopping/Buying Clothes 

 

Language Mandarin Chinese 

Language Level Novice Intermediate ( ) 

Class Size 12 Students 
Student Grades 9th -12th 

Time Frame 
90 minutes x (5 blocks, every other day) 

Goals 1. Students will know how to use the target language to purchase clothes. 
2. Students will know the difference between Chinese and American 
shopping cultures. (Cultures, Comparisons) 

Unit Objectives Students will be able to:   
1. purchase right size/color products using Chinese language 
(Interpersonal,  Language Function-Shopping) 

2. bargain  __( ) __ ( )  (adj. + + adj.)

/ (Interpersonal, L. Function- Making 

complaints, negotiation)  
3. make comparisons: size/color of clothes and prices with different 
vendors/sellers  

A  B      A B ( ...) 

(Interpersonal, L. Function- Making 

comparisons, 5C-Connections/math) 

4. exchange items (Interpersonal,  L. Function- 

Exchanging merchandise) 

5. ask what kind of payment method is accepted (cash or credit card)   

(Interpersonal,  L. Function- Inquiring)  

6. pay for purchased items and get the right change back (Presentational,  
L. Function- Paying the bill,  5C-Connections/math) 
7. compare the difference between Chinese and American shopping 
cultures (L. Function-Making Comparison, 5C-Cultures, Comparisons) 
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Day 1 CLOTHING 
Objectives Students will be able to: 

 1. orally describe what people wear (clothes in color or size) 
(Presentational, L. Function-Providing information) 
 2. describe what people wear (clothes in color or size) in written form 
(Chinese characters or pinyin) (Presentational, L. Function-Providing 
information) 
3. describe different clothing items by using proper measure words:  

* #MN: / / /  (Presentational, L. 

Forms-Syntactic, L. Function-Providing information) 
4. read clothing passage in Chinese characters (Interpretive,  L. Function-
Gathering Information) 

Time Frame 90 minutes 

Materials 
Needed 

1. Chinese shopping video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QXhvItwdWc 
2. Set up a table with various clothes on it (can be real or picture print outs) 
3. a deck of 3 x 5 index cards cut in half, markers, flashcards 
4. construction color paper, clothing catalogs 
5. Integrated Chinese Textbook (Level 1 Part 1/Lesson 9: Shopping) 

Learning/ 
Teaching 
Focus 

1. Students will learn how to describe what one is wearing in Chinese. 
(Presentational, L. Function-Providing information) 

2. Students will learn how to use proper measure words,  to 

describe clothing. (Presentational, L. Forms-Syntactic) 
3. Students will learn how to use the correct word order to describe clothing 
with number, measure word, size and color. S. + V.+ # M + size + color + N 
(Presentational, L. Forms-Syntactic, L. Function- Providing information) 
4. Students will learn how to read clothing sentences in Chinese characters. 
(Interpretive, L. Function- Gathering information) 

Instructional 
Strategies 

Materials need to be covered: 
T’s notes: 

1. Vocabulary: , , , , , , , , , , , 

,  

2. Measure Words (MW): , ,  

3. Sentences:  

  

        _                                    

               #      MW       size        color      clothing 

 

 

1. Get Ss’ Attention: (a Chinese shopping video, 5 min.)  
Hook Question: (to get Ss’ attention for a new lesson) 

• Q: “ ”(Do you like pretty clothes?) 

Chinese Shopping Video: 
(While watching the video, Ss will consider the following questions.) 

• (Where could this place be?)  
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• (What are those people doing?)  

Ss pair up→exchange answers→ask 1 or 2 Ss share the answers. 

T responds to Ss and says,  “ ”(We are 

going to learn how to buy clothes. First, we need to review colors.)  

2. Review colors: (warm-up, 3 min.) 
(Review colors to prepare Ss for the new lesson.)  

T uses colored construction paper to review different colors: red , 

yellow , pink , blue , white , black , brown 

, green , purple  

 
• Chinese characters (flash cards review) – optional (Ss can match up 
the flash card (Chinese/Pinyin) with the color paper 

• Ask Ss to describe some objects with color: 

…  

3. : Teach # + M + N ( ): (5 min.)  

*The teacher (T) will introduce the clothing vocabulary and measure words 
(MW) with visual aids. It can be real clothes or PowerPoint. (pre-task) 
* Whenever a vocabulary word is taught, Chinese character will be shown on 
the board. 
 
Activity: “Heartache” vocabulary game: (10 min.) 
This activity will enhance Ss’ knowledge of the new vocab. Ss will be able to 
name the clothing pictures with proper MW. The cards have different 

clothing and various quantities of the items for Ss to practice with. (i.e. 

…) T will walk around and assist Ss. 

4. Add “COLORS” to #3 sentence pattern (5 min.) 
# MW + Color + N 

( = Or )  

T picks up one yellow shirt and asks,  

T: “ ”  

Ss:  “ ” (Since Ss know the vocabulary well, they now can 

answer it with complete sentences all together.) 

T : “ ” (T picks up another item and asks Ss.) 

T will continue this process several times with different students. 

Activity: Think → Pair → Share: (7 min.) 
(Interpersonal, Presentational) 
(Formative Assessment: peer to peer) 
(This activity allows Ss to practice orally to get used to describing clothes 
with # MW + Color + N.) 

Q:  (color)    (clothing)   

A:   ( ) ( )  
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Q:   

A   

 

• Think: Each S will get a 3” x 5” card and a marker to draw a set of 
clothing with a color that they like. 

• Pair: S1 points at the clothes S2 drew and asks S2 (Q). S2 answers it. 

• T will walk around and assist Ss if needed. 

• Share: Group of 4 will crosswise do this practice. Group A will ask 
Group B and vice versa.  

 

5. Add “SIZE” to #4 sentence pattern. (5 min.) 
T will demonstrate the word order. Teacher takes one large yellow shirt out 

and says, “ ”T will continue this process with different 

clothing, then asks questions. 

T: (Use PPT pictures, asks Ss to answer it together.) 

Ss:  

T:  

Ss:  

(T will repeat this process several times. Ss will answer it as a whole class, a 
row or individual.) 

Activity: Inside-Outside Circles → Presentation to class  
(10 min.)  
(Interpersonal, Interpretive, Presentational) 
(L. Function- Asking and getting information; L. Forms- # MW + Size + Color 
+ N) 
(Formative Assessment: peer to peer) 
(This activity allows Ss to practice orally to get used to describing clothes 
with # MW + Size + Color + N.) 
(Use the dialogue shown above to do this activity.) 

• Form inside-outside circles: All Ss make a big circle then ask them to 
count off 1 and 2. All number 1 steps in as inner circle, number 2 
outside. Facing each other, Ss ask questions to get information. 

• Each S will get a clothing printout. 

• Insiders are S1. Outsiders are S2.  

• S2 asks S1 the Qs above, and S1 answers them. Then,  vice versa, S2 
asks S1 the Qs and S1 answers them. 

• Outsiders will move clockwise by 2 friends and do it again. 

• T will walk around and assist Ss if needed. 

• T may rotate it several times so Ss will master the sentence. 

• T randomly picks 2-3 Ss to do the presentation in class to check for 
students’ understanding.  
(Formative Assessment: T→Ss). 

Activity: Interviewing friends: (10 min.) 
(Interpersonal) 
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(L. Function- Asking and getting information; L. Forms- # + MW + Size + 
Color + N) 
(Formative Assessments: T→Ss, peer to peer) 

(This activity allows every S to actually get info by asking and writing it 
down in a created learning environment. It will demonstrate their ability to 
output the information that they have learned.) (T will walk around and 
assist Ss.) 

 Q.    

A.  

Q.  

A.  

Q.  

A.  

Each S gets a clothing picture. 

• T will demonstrate first. T randomly picks out a S and asks, “

”while pointing at the picture that S has in hand.  

• S needs to answer what he/she has in hand. After repeating the 
demo with another student, 

• T asks Ss to interview 5 friends. S will ask,” ”just follow 

the dialogue shown above. 
• S will write down friends’ answers on the slip (below).  
After the interview Ss will report the results to the whole class.  

“xxx     ( ) ( ).”  

 
 

Clothing Interview Sheet 

:____________ 

 

Q.:  

 

         # M         Size         Color         Clothing 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 



？ 
 

 

Activity: Writing a short clothing essay: (5 min.)  
(Interpretive, Presentational) 
Ss will combine info and write a short essay to introduce classmates’ 
clothing (Pinyin or characters). (If it’s not done in class then finish it as 
HW. Ss will present it orally next class.) 

 
6. Reading a clothing passage in Chinese: (7 min.) 
(Interpretive, L. Function: Gathering information) 
T will provide a clothing passage in Chinese characters. 

Think: Each will underline what he/she knows and try to figure out the 
main idea of the article. 
Pair: discuss with a partner 
Share: share it with another pair 

7. Add  “ ” to sentence pattern (5 min.) 

T will introduce” ”word by describing what he/she is wearing then Ss’.  

T: 

 (T will repeat it a couple of more times then asks Ss.) 

T: (Ss answer it all together.) 

(Repeat it a couple of times then play the following game.) 
 
 

Activity: “The Strong Wind Blows” Game:  

( , 7-10 min.) 

(Interpersonal, Interpretive, Presentational, L. Function: Getting 
information and responding to it accordingly) 

One S will be “IT” standing in the center of circle. All other Ss sitting in 
chairs surround “IT”.  

IT: ! (The strong wind blows.) 

Ss: (What does it blow?) 

IT: ! (It blows whoever wears black pants.) 

Whoever is wearing black pants needs to stand up and switch chairs. 
At this moment “IT” will promptly sit in one empty chair. The one who 
cannot get a chair will be “IT”. Start this game again. 

Closure (3-5 min., Interpersonal) 
Exit ticket – ask Ss to answer the questions before they leave: Teacher 
randomly picks up a picture that Ss practiced in the class, ask students to 
describe that picture with proper sentence structure (whole sentence). Ss 
can only exit when they answer questions correctly. 
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Homework (1-2 min.) 
1. Finish writing the clothing essay as HW if not done in class and be ready 
to present it verbally next class. 
2. Ask students to go home, check and write down what they have in their 
closet (counting how many shirts, how many pair of pants, how many skirts, 
etc. they have and what color/size they are. Then come back to report to 
class the next day. (Communities) 

Assessment & 
Recordkeeping 

 Formative Assessments: T→1, T→some, peer to peer, S→class 
 
 T: checking students’ understanding during activities, exit ticket 

Post-Lesson 
 Follow-ups 

Review materials Ss learned the day before 
Follow up the assigned HW 
Fix what goes wrong the next day 
Re-teach/review 

Teaching/ 
Learning Aids 

Visual aids, body language, technology 

Resources Internet, self-made pictures, Clothing Interview Sheet 
Rubrics of 
Assessments 

*Please see the following attachment. 

 
*Attachment     

“Oral Rubric of Formative Assessments” 
Category Well done 

5 
Good 
4 

Acceptable 
3 

Need 
Improvement 

2 

Not Acceptable 
1 

Fluency Natural pause Pause one time 
with hesitation 

Pause 2-3 times 
but does not 
interfere with 
comprehension 

Pause more than 
4 times and 
doesn’t know 
how to continue 
the conversation 

Stuttered or 
stalled and no 
complete 
meaningful 
sentences 

Grammar 0 errors 1-2 errors 3-4 errors 5-6 errors 7 or more errors 

Pronunciation 0 errors 1-2 errors 3-4 errors 5-6 errors 7 or more errors 

 
 

 
 

Day 2 “IT’S ALL ABOUT MONEY” 
Objectives Teacher’s note: (vocabulary) 

* , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 

 

 

* bargain  __( )__ ( )  (adj. + + adj.)

/  

Students will be able to: 

1. ask for the price of the items by using (Interpersonal,  L. 

Function-Asking for information) 
2. understand the price and complain to the vendor about the price by 

using:  (Interpersonal, L. Function- Making complaints, 5C-

Connections/math) 
3. demand lower price:  

bargain  __( )__ ( ) /
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(Interpersonal, L. Function- Making complaints, negotiation)  
4. use monetary units well to bargain (Interpersonal,  L. Function- 
Negotiation, 5C- Connections/math, Comparisons/concept of culture) 

Learning/ 
Teaching Focus 

1. Students will learn how much to pay for merchandise (clothing) in 
Chinese. (Interpersonal, Presentational, L. Forms- Linguistic, L. Function- 
Asking for information) 
2. Students will learn how to bargain with the vendor (Interpersonal, 
Interpretive, Presentational, L. Forms-Linguistic, L. Function-Bargaining, 5C- 
Culture/practice) 

 
 

Day 3 “COMPARING PRICES” 

Objectives T’s notes: 

Vocabs: , , , , , , , , , , , T-  

Students will be able to: 
1. compare size/color of clothing in Chinese (Interpersonal, L. Function- 
Making comparisons) 
2. compare the prices among vendors and find the best price  
    (Interpersonal, L. Function- Making comparisons, 5C-Connections/math) 
3. ask for the right size/color clothing (Skill-Interpersonal, L. Function- 
Asking for help) 
4. state and defend his/her opinion about the price (Skill-Presentational, L. 
Function-Complaining) 

Learning/ 
Teaching Focus 

1. A  + adj.     A  B (L. Forms- Syntactic, L. 

Function- Making comparisons) 

2. 2. A B + adj.     A B ( ...)

(L. Forms- Syntactic, L. Function- Making comparisons) 

3. ……  + adj. (L. Forms- Syntactic, L. Function- Making 

comparisons) 

 
 

Day 4 “PAYING FOR THE CLOTHING” 
Objectives T’s notes:  

vocabs: , , , , , , , , ,  

sentences:   

Syntactic: … … 

Students will be able to: 
1. exchange merchandise (Interpersonal, Presentational, L. Function-
Exchanging) 
2. ask for the total cost (Interpersonal, Interpretive, Presentational, L. 
Function- Asking for information) 
3. ask what kind of payment method is accepted (cash or credit card) 
(Interpersonal, Interpretive, Presentational, L. Function- Asking for 
information) 
4. get the right change back (Interpersonal, Interpretive, 5C-
Connections/math) 

Learning/ 
Teaching Focus 

… … (L. Form- Syntactic, L. Function- Making comparisons) 
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Day 5 “CULTURAL COMPARISONS”  

Objectives 
 

1.Students will be able to understand and appreciate the differences and 
similarities between Chinese and American shopping cultures. (5C-
Cultures/practices, Comparisons/concept of culture) 
2. Students will be able to understand Chines costume. (5C-
Connections/Art) 
3. Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to shop for clothing. 
(Interpersonal, Interpretive, Presentational, L. Function- Purchasing items) 
(Role-Play: Performance Assessment- Summative Assessment) 

Learning/ 
Teaching 
Focus 

1. Comparing the shopping cultures between China and America (L. Forms- 
Linguistic, L. Function- Contrasting Culture, 5C- Cultures) 
2. Chinese costume (5C- Cultures) 

 
 

For Day 3: Performance Assessment 

Write an editorial for your local newspaper stating and defending your opinion on the 
clothing prices of local shops.  

Goal: Express and defend your opinion  

Role: Reporter 

Audience: Newspaper subscribers, editor, consumers 

Setting: Comparing clothing prices among shops 

Product: A written editorial 

Standards: 1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1 

 

For Day 5: Holistic Rubric for Performance Assessment - Role-Play (Shopping) 

Exceeds Expectations 
3 

Meets Expectations 
2 

Does Not Meet Expectations 
1 

*effective message 
*highly accurate 
*interesting content 
*more self-correction 

*comprehensible message 
*appropriate vocabs 

*accuracy to his/her level 
*content is OK 

*occasional self-correction 

*unable to communicate             
clearly 

*inappropriate vocabs 
*repeating same content 

 


